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In the face of an ongoing global pandemic, in 2021,
together, we didn’t break down, we broke through, we
kept reaching for unlikely connections, with knowledge
and with people, with nature, and with the world beyond
our world. 

We did what we know how to do, we networked in
unlikely ways because it’s that building of unlikely
bridges that changes things. We immersed ourselves in
imagination because we know the transformative
playground of what the world can become when human
beings allow ourselves to transition into a space where
we are unstuck and untied, and in that flow we can find
healthier ways to relate to each other and learn from
each other.

I’m immensely thankful for the team and for the work of
our General Manager Taryn Marks who shepherded the
team through a huge year of instability. 

I’m thankful for the the human beings that worked and
flowed in the AIME network, from kids hopping onto
IMAGI-NATION {TV}, to the teachers and students at
Dapto High School working on our radio mentoring
program Building Bridges where schools get to design
their own Hoodie, with kids who have been pushed
outside the margins being given the mic and the stage to
show they ain’t a problem to be fixed but the solution.

We completed our first ever year of IMAGI-NATION
{University} training people from over 50 countries to
engage in mentoring, to work on their own projects for
change. From Australia to Uganda, from Indonesia to
Yemen, from Germany to Pakistan, we helped people
around the world who were looking for a network to
energise them and inspire them to come together and
get to work.

FOUNDER'S NOTE



We kept offering kindness to the world and reflecting
on the acts of kindness that help us move powerfully
together. We kept fashioning change through our
clothing line, and encouraged people to think about how
to make space and create a fairer world. We had built
the bridge for a young Indigenous artist to create one of
the first NFTs of Indigenous artists in Australia ever. 

We wove with knowledge, we danced with ideas, we
kept working, thinking, and pushing for systemic change.

We designed a new digital nation for the world, a
system to accelerate the relations between those
inside and outside the margins to plug the intelligence
from outside the margins smack bang into the
mainstream systems. 

And we did it all together - thank you to all of you, to
the great team I work with, to our partners, to those
who choose to relate in a world of us and not I, and
those who embrace the most basic of human
behaviours - human kind{ness}.

Thanks for walking with us,

Jack MB
AIME CEO & Founder



CHAIR'S NOTE
The COVID Pandemic has had a major impact
on 2021. Nevertheless 2021 can be
characterised as a ‘Building Year’.

Although face to face mentoring did not
recommence until October 2021, our inaugural
year of IMAGI-NATION {University} was
successfully launched with 70 graduates from
22 countries. AIME continued to provide
pathways for youth engagement including via
IMAGI-NATION {TV}, a new Making of a
Hoodie podcast series in partnership with
schools and transition support to Year 11 and
Year 12 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students. 

2021 was the first year of our changed model
– providing schools and universities a new fee-
free system, with volunteer led delivery. The
ability to generate new revenue opportunities
was curtailed by the ongoing impact of the
COVID Pandemic, however the cost base of
the organisation has been lowered
considerably from 2020 by $2.2M, which
provides a more sustainable model into the
future. The Consolidated deficit result in 2021
is $756k and we retain $5.3M in Reserves.

On the 19th May 2021 was the announcement
of the NATION - a new independent digital
nation of IMAGI-NATION, which in many ways
provides a blueprint for the AIME network.
Kindness is the key value and a space where
access to learning and ‘education’ is delivered
through mentoring systems.

The work of AIME in 2021 continued in the
process of developing building blocks for
such a nation.

The successful Co-CEO programme
continued in 2021 with Drew Paten and will
be extended further in 2022 to encourage
and help develop outstanding emerging
talent.

We thank our management team
(inspiringly led by Jack Manning Bancroft),
and pay particular thanks to Taryn Marks
who has played an important role.

Thanks also go to my fellow board
directors whose wisdom and support
continue to provide the ‘governance
scaffolding’ for the organisation. Our Chair
of the Audit and Risk Committee - Ms
Helen Wiseman has played an integral role
in providing such support.

The Federal Government, philanthropists,
companies and supporters continue to
provide the financial base for the work of
AIME to continue.

We thank them as we continue to strive to
implement the ideas and values that have
taken AIME to our position at the end of
2021.

Tom Dery AO
Chairman.





The past two years have been a time of intense transformation for AIME.
We have evolved from doers to trainers. We have adapted how we
deliver mentoring; advanced our work of building tools and knowledge for
humanity; transformed how we network.

2021 was a year of connection, knowledge and exchange in an education
landscape still restricted by COVID-19 measures and challenged by the
great divide in access to digital technologies faced by so many of our
young people, schools and communities. As the saying goes: ‘Everything is
part of it.’ The restrictions and challenges, the opportunities and
possibilities.

In 2021, across our three impact avenues—physical mentoring, digital
mentoring and network—we created spaces of connection, practical
learning and exchange where people around the world of every age, every
background, every level of ability could connect in meaningful ways and
help grow each others’ skills, knowledge, ideas and motivation around
taking action to shift the dial on inequity.

Spaces of connection with ideas, knowledge, stories, experiences,
opportunities, mentors, a global network. To see the potential we all have,
for freedom of the mind, for two-way exchange of ideas and knowledge,
for a more equal share of relations, opportunities and wealth.

And ultimately, to see change for young people from outside the margins
—in their mindset, their school experience, their community, their pathway
into the future, the opportunities and possibilities in their lives.

The major highlight of 2021 was the inaugural year of IMAGI-NATION
{University}, with 70 people graduating from 22 countries—Australia,
Bangladesh, Brazil, Cameroon, Canada, Ecuador, Egypt, India, Indonesia,
Ireland, Kenya, Lesotho, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Peru, South Africa, Uganda, USA, Zimbabwe.

THE YEAR IN REVIEW

Making space for exchange, collective
intelligence, opportunities & impact







2021 TIMELINE JANUARY

27 JAN

29 JAN

29 JAN

1-5 FEB

FEB-JULY

4 MAY

19 MAY

8 JULY

20 JULY

22 JULY

FEBRUARY

MAY

JULY

The final batch of lessons from our first
Cool Australia partnership go live!

24-year old Drew Paten, a
Krauatungalung man of the Gunai/
Kurnai Nation and former AIME mentee,
is announced as our 2021 Co-CEO.

We are all set to kick off IMAGI-
NATION {University}. We have 5 key
texts, ‘The Professors’ 5-part mini
series, and 11 learning trails with 35+
lesson units ready for O Week.

O-Week @ IMAGI-NATION {University}.
We have 178+ students attending and
keynotes from Dr Jane Goodall, Tyson
Yunkaporta and Sal Khan.

We get to work with our first cohort of
IMAGI-NATION {University} students
working on their projects for change.

IMAGI-NATION {TV} gets an honourable
mention on Fast Company’s list of
world-changing ideas of 2020 in the
education category: “Companies and
initiatives that help to inspire better and
more equitable learning.” 

24-year old Rhian Miller, a
Wirangu, Narrunga and
Wangkathaa woman and former
AIME mentee, hits the stage for
TEDxYouth@Abbotsleigh. 

We release the Making of a Hoodie
Podcast with Dapto High. Students and
staff join the podcast and together
design an AIME Hero Hoodie for their
school.

IMAGI-NATION {TV} returns with a new
weekly format and shows hosted by a school
student from a marginalised background
and/or an IMAGI-NATION {University} student.

Launch of the NATION design. At
Darling Park in Sydney and online,
a group of people gathered to
form a global alliance to design
the new independent digital
nation of IMAGI-NATION.

https://www.coolaustralia.org/imagi-nation-tv/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ylfdei9cOmc
https://www.fastcompany.com/90623632/world-changing-ideas-awards-2021-education-finalists-and-honorable-mentions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ylfdei9cOmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ylfdei9cOmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ylfdei9cOmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ylfdei9cOmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ylfdei9cOmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ylfdei9cOmc


AUGUST 

OCTOBER 

2021 TIMELINE

NOVEMBER 

Hoodie Day. The Making Space 2021 hoodie is designed
by AIME mentee and Artist in residence, 16-year old
Maddie Williams, a proud Wiradjuri and Torres Strait
Islander descendant. Hoodie Day 2021 called for everyone
to make space for young artists like Maddie to kickstart
their careers and inspire others to take the stage.

IMAGI-NATION {University}
applications go live for 2022.

Co-CEO Drew Patten is
featured in The Australian.

Launch of 7 Down, the
documentary that tells the
story of AIME going global
from the point of view of 7
people over 7 years.

Kindness Hoodie 365-day global challenge kicks
off: 20 people around the world get a Kindness
Hoodie, spread as much kindness as they can for
a week, and pass the hoodie on to the next
person. 

We return to campus! After
more than 18 months, we run
our first in-person IMAGI-
NATION {Factory} day in Aus
at UQ with Auntie Bron. 

GOOD DESIGN AWARD for IMAGI-NATION
{University}. Jury’s comment: “This is a
strong, necessary, and ambitious idea that
is beautiful and sensitive, generated and
developed by and for the people who will
most need it and use it. Could be a real
game changer in reframing education. Many
people talk about evolving education, but
this might actually do it. Overall, a really
impressive example of design for impact
and a standout project that ticks every box
for good design in this category.” 

11 AUGUST

11 OCT

15 OCT

13 OCT

20 OCT

24 OCT

14 NOV

https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629


The Federal Government announces
$500k+ investment to AIME.

“The work AIME does mentoring young Aboriginal

and Torres Strait Islander people is invaluable. We’re

proud to be investing $500,000 to support the

development of their global relational network, to

connect Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people

with mentors around the world.

This is an exciting global vision and will create a range

of new opportunities for our young people"

Hon Ken Wyatt AM, MP

Minister for Indigenous Australians

2021 TIMELINE

DECEMBER

We launch the AIME Op Shop for a fairer world with
donations of clothes, art and other items from MJ Bale,
Childe Eyewear, Mr Vintage, Ksubi, Yael Stone, Tyson
Yunkaporta, Brendon Newton, Jeremy Kay, Vicki Lee,
Sarah Ellen and Dan Single, Martin Baptist, Beni Single
and MLAKEEE and many more.

Launch of Secondment City 
inviting people to spend 1, 3 or 6
months on secondment with AIME 
to get inspired, be helpful in the 
world, and learn with us.

The first cohort of students
graduate as Co-founders from
IMAGI-NATION {University}. 

1 DEC

7 DEC

9 DEC

9 DEC

https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629
https://us12.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?id=1376629




513 applications from
57 countries 
173 completed O Week
70 graduates from 
22 countries

5 student streams
5 key texts
1 mini series
11 learning trails 
35+ lesson units 
85 tutorial groups

9 {Ambassadors}
5 {Artists}
1 CEO4GOOD

18 {Citizens}
6 countries

8 {Executives} engaged
2 countries

1 school (Australia)
3 days
22 students

33 {Presidents} engaged
16 locations 
92 mentors
30 interns 
272 mentees
245 Tutor Squads
1 Factory Day 
23 schools

4 {Teachers} engaged
2 Factory Days
682 students total
108 Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander students

18 {Presidents} engaged 
11 locations
6 countries 
521 mentors
47 interns 
678 mentees
129 Tutor Squads
2 Factory Days 
25+ schools

1 {Teacher}
56 students total

4 {Writers}
1 {Filmmaker}
7 countries

IMAGI-NATION {University}

Student {Entrepreneurs}

{Citizens} {Executives} Outreach

STUDENT CHAPTERS

IMAGI-NATION {Teachers}

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRALIA

GLOBAL

GLOBAL
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16 schools (Australia)
23 Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander students
9 student co-hosts 
18 students in live audience 

3 schools (Australia)
1 episode completed
2 episodes in production
62 students involved
9 students interviewed
216+ hoodies to students

Making Space
1,131 hoodies sold

Kindness
20 hoodies travelling the world
25 kindness participants
8 countries
4 continents

IMAGI-NATION {TV}

MAKING OF A HOODIE PODCAST

HOODIES





Year 12 Class of 2021, Australia

83 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
youth participated in AIME sessions (1)

Spotlight

Physical mentoring via AIME student chapters
Digital mentoring via IMAGI-NATION {TV} and Making of a Hoodie podcast
Focused pathway support with AIME team members through which we were able to re-engage 
with AIME mentee alumni who hadn’t accessed the program since the start of COVID-19. 

 AIME offered pathway support to current year 12 students and former AIME mentees who were of 
year 12 age (17/18 years).These students were able to participate in: 



Year 12 Class of 2021, Australia
Spotlight

A lot of us get really shame when we’re around a big bunch of people. All I
remember is the saying there’s no shame at AIME. And so I remember when
you get pulled up to talk in front of a big group of people… it’s such a daunting
thing [talking in front of others] and you have so much shame within yourself…
I think that’s what AIME did to benefit us, is bringing us out of our comfort
zones and putting us in that situation, which can help us in the outer world,
outside school and even at school - going on stage and speaking in front of
people - at AIME you did that in front of people you’d never met before. But
everyone at AIME feels the exact same way as you, but you just don’t know
that yourself. – Lily, Year 12 graduating student, university pathway, business
and marketing. 

The energy they (AIME) 
brought… was very welcoming, 
involving everyone. The energy 
about it just switched 
everything on and it would be 
really good. - Fletcher, 
graduating year 12 student, 
university pathway, exercise 
science.

Don’t get caught up trying to please others - 
just whatever makes you happy and pleases 
you, focus on that - focus on working on 
yourself. 

At AIME it was no shame, it was just very 
welcoming, you were learning new things and 
hearing different stories from people, from all
different people, and especially from people 
that were the same age. -  Kuruwyerna 
Cooper, graduating year 12 student, university 
pathway, law and behavioural science. 



Year 12 Class of 2021, Australia
Spotlight

If I was more confident talking to others, seeking out help.
That’s what I loved about AIME, always interacting with
others and confronting those personal questions that you
would never really talk about, those questions you would
avoid, like your weakness. I feel like AIME did a really good
job of helping myself and others… giving them more self
confidence as well as helping people to know themselves
better - Darimah, graduating year 12 students, university
pathway, business and management. 

Activities are inclusive, and support the fact that failure is a 
learning experience. I think it helps build on our successes by 
learning from our failures - Andrew Dempsey, graduating
year 12 students, further education and training pathway, 
electrical apprenticeship.





MENTORING
We have three channels of physical mentoring, all of
them through IMAGI-NATION {University}: the campus
model, direct-to-teachers model and direct-to-
students model.

With university and school campuses closed for the
majority of 2021, there were some real challenges
starting physical mentoring on campus. Besides this,
we revised the model of delivery via IMAGI-NATION
{University}, which saw us focus our energy on
establishing the structure of AIME student chapters
on campus to prepare for the coming years as we
open life back up on university and school campuses. 

STUDENT CHAPTERS

Our campus model is where we turn up, bring the
tools and create the space for one-on-one
connections that light the spark that triggers a
shift and sets off a ripple effect. 

It’s where student chapter leaders, mentors and
interns help create change in school experience
and outcomes for kids from outside the margins,
in post-school outcomes and in communities.

And it’s a two-way street: as student chapters
leaders, mentors or interns, university students
get access to leadership, social entrepreneurship
and other transferable skills that cut across
employment sectors. They also get access to
mentoring, to critical knowledge in our 6
knowledge fields not ordinarily taught at school,
and to a global network for exchange, learning,
opportunities, and impact.

PYHSICAL



AUSTRALIA
We were incredibly excited to see student
chapters start up on so many Australia
campuses, and despite COVID to have
tutors out in schools and have some
students experience the mentoring magic
of AIME on university campuses. 

We had 33 IMAGI-NATION {Presidents} as
student chapters leaders based on 16
campuses at 14 universities across 6
states.

8 of the 16 locations were able to kick off
mentoring, reaching 72 mentees.  

We saw 92 mentors participating, and 7
of the 8 active locations successfully
recruited intern teams. 



The biggest value that I have shared this year is
imagination. I was unsure of the importance and
influence that it actually had in my life. I was often
put on the spot and had to use my imagination to
find a creative fix to a problem. I had a group of
five Year 7 boys that I was mentoring and they
were not interested in how they were learning
anatomy in their science class. I personally love
anatomy and used the school’s library to find an
incredible book that presented the information in a
fun way. Every week afterwards they would come
to AIME excited and the first thing that they would
ask would be if they could read the book and if I
could explain to them all the anatomical structures
in the body.

My understanding has changed more than I
expected it to. Growing up I was one of the
kids at AIME and I thought I understood the
challenges pretty well as I experienced most of
them myself. But from the other side I realised
that there were a lot more that I never realised
I went through. I noticed that I personally had
overcome so much more than I give myself
credit for. I had kids that were in the same
place I was not that long ago and I was able to
help them get through the same issues I grew
up with. I hope that I was able to help break
the cycle that is present in our society that so
many people believe doesn't exist, even those
that are living it.

My name is Georgia Elliott, I am a proud Wiradjuri woman currently living 
on Gumbayngirr lands. When I'm not dreaming about marine animals my 
other dream is being able to help Aboriginal kids be proud about their 
culture and to educate everyone about our rich culture and history.

On Unlikely connections: I learnt about how influential some people can be 
and how many smaller interesting committees there are around the place. 
This helped me immensely in learning how to be a better leader

On the impact the program has had on her: I have become so much more 
confident and find myself doing things I never imagined I would ever do. 

(IMAGI-NATION {President} 
Southern Cross University, Coffs Habour

Tahnie Rhoden, IMAGI-NATION
{President}, University of Wollongong

Learning to lead & understanding influence

Imagination brings excitement to
learning about anatomy 

GEORGIA ELLIOT

TAHNIE RHODEN 

AIME stories



GLOBAL
We were thrilled to see work kickstarting in 2 locations in Asia and continuing to
push ahead on the continent of Africa. 

For the first time ever, we had AIME mentors in Asian universities, with 1
{President} in Pakistan and 1 in Indonesia. And we had 16 {Presidents} at 9
universities across our 4 Africa locations.  

All sites successfully recruited teams of mentors and interns in support of the
program; 521 and 47 in total respectively. 

Despite the challenges of COVID-19 all sites were able to conduct some form of
mentoring, with 678 mentees participating in total. 



Mentors: 10
Interns: 8
Mentees: 150
Schools: 3
Volunteer hours: 50

By July 2021, Samuel and team had already run 21
tutor squads. Professor Blue teaches my favorite
lesson i.e Flipping The Script. The lesson was an
enlightenment for me to not give up when faced
with a challenge but to flip the script around when a
curveball is thrown at me. I encountered some
challenges while going out to meet the principals at
the beginning of the year but based on the
knowledge acquired from the lesson I was able to
flip the script around. 

IMAGI-NATION {President}, Federal
College of Education, Nigeria

Flipping the script on life’s curveballs

SAMUEL ADEBAYO

AIME stories



I am Ujala. My name means light and radiance and that is what
I want to be in people’s life. Though my heart belongs in my
village in Pakistan, I have already started my nomadic journey
through Europe and beyond. I dream about making impact and
doing something good for this world by adding value in
people’s life.

AIME values that were transmitted to me virtually from
Australia, I have carried them with me all the way from
Pakistan to France (where I live now). The power of hope,
change and freedom were the ones that allowed me to follow
my dreams and dare to step out of my comfort zone and
start living in this foreign country. I have applied the values of
listening, empathy and ‘yes and’ when receiving the feedback
of mentees, teachers and mentors on the way I run the
program. I took the initiative with no shame to pioneer the
AIME student chapter at my university, NUST, which is not
known for community initiatives. I tried to work hard with
discipline to set up the program and manage the interns. I
failed at being able to arrange the IMAGI-NATION {Factory}
days on campus because of COVID. But as failure is also one
of the 18 values it did not make me lose my worth. I used
kindness and the gift of much time to be a mentor to the
mentors and the mentees alike. I set up brave goals for
myself, some of which (actually most) I was unable to achieve
but they were there to guide my actions and keep me going.
Last but not least I got to know plenty of things about myself. 
I am a science student and researcher by profession, working
for AIME has given my life another direction. I would like to run
a social initiative of my own in future and all this change in
direction was because I embodied the AIME value of “know
yourself”.

IMAGI-NATION {President}, National University of Science
and Technology, Islamabad, Pakistan

The power of pioneering IMAGI-NATION values
— from Pakistan to France

UJALA BASHIR

AIME stories



The program has taught me resilience. I was able to come
up with ways mentors and mentees are more
appreciated for their work through writing weekly
newsletters that document their activities and efforts. I
successfully carried out 2 mentor trainings that were led
and organised by me, with the help of other IMAGI-
NATION {Presidents}. I had my first experience of
conducting interviews with interested mentors who
wanted to be interns. My writing skills improved through
publishing weekly. Being a {President} has given me the
platform to improve on my leadership skills and taught me
a lot of patience.

IMAGI-NATION {President}, University of Venda,
Thohoyandou, South Africa

IMAGI-NATION {President} & former Mentor,
University of Venda, Thohoyandou, South Africa 

Learning resilience, patience… and writing skills

Mentoring in Indonesia, learning from
India — a story from South Africa

ESTHER ADEBUSAYO OBASA

SIMBARASHE KARAMBWE

Meeting Muhammad Erlangga [first ever IMAGI-
NATION {President} in Indonesia] and Sagnik Roy [in
India] through tutorial group sessions has been an
amazing journey with the two. I found myself
mentoring Muhammad Erlangga how to run an
IMAGI-NATION {President} chapter in Indonesia. I
had the opportunity to meet his team of five on an
arranged Zoom call to discuss what it takes to be
an IMAGI-NATION {President}. It was a great
opportunity sharing my experience and also
responding to their questions. Today I am proud of
Muhammad Erlangga for making things happen in
Indonesia. His commitment paid off. I also learnt
from him and I remember his words every day from
O-week reflection, “We cannot control the
outcome (success) but we can control how we put
up the plan and how we respond to future events.”

On the other hand, one thing I learnt from Sagnik
Roy is that dreaming never stops. Sagnik Roy
(Founder of Fire Within Films) is a dreamer and an
aspiring entrepreneur who is passionate about
changing the world. Learning from him as someone
younger than me brought some positive energy in
me. We grew to connect throughout the year and
exchange stories and sometimes he would consult
with me about his business ventures. I am proud of
him for winning the Global Teens Festival 2021
Award.

AIME stories



Nia enrolled in IMAGI-NATION {University} as a
{Citizen}. She was so excited by the O-week
content that she reached out to ask if she could
use the resources in her classes “working with
marginalised young adults who regular school
didn’t work out for”. 

We connected Nia to the IMAGI-NATION
{Teachers} content and Cool Australia
resources. Nia was so excited by the potential
and power of it all that she took that energy and
pitched a new role for herself to the school
Principal. With her new gig as Youth Inc.
Imagineer and a renewed job description her
focus became feeding and freeing imagination at
the school.  

Since that initial experience Nina has completed
her co-founder degree and had this to say about
the experience. 

IMAGI-NATION {University} has been my most
profound education experience in my 37 years
on earth and I want to learn more
about/contribute to cooking up the magical
recipes that nourish this movement to end
educational inequity.

In the new year (after a year of negotiating the
opportunity to do so) I have been tasked with
project managing the co-creation of a physical
space that will house a new learning community
and co-creation space that will harness the
power of imagination, mentoring and networked
learning to support young people to imagine and
shape the more just and joyful worlds they dare
to dream of. I would, in a way that words can’t
explain, value the opportunity to learn from
AIME as I embark on this journey. I envision the
space to be a physical IMAGI-NATION {Factory}
and hope that a secondment with AIME might
build bridges between our organisations and
open up other unlikely connections that can take
this concept to the next level.

Nia has also applied for the recently launched
secondment opportunity with AIME. 

IMAGI-NATION {Teachers}

Nia Lewis is supporting
young people in Adelaide
to shape ‘more just and
joyful worlds’

Our teacher training model started, with a
focused group of 5 teachers coming into
IMAGI-NATION {Uni} and 4 graduating.

With this model, we’re targeting
transformation of teaching practice, and, as
with student chapters, creating measurable
change in school experience, school outcomes
and post-school outcomes for kids from
marginalised backgrounds, as well as building
bridges between schools and communities. 

All teachers taught IMAGI-NATION lessons, and
2 ran IMAGI-NATION {Factories} featuring a
number of key elements: student performance,
Failure Time, purple carpet, etc. 

Across the 5 teachers, 738 students were
reached. Of these 80% were marginalised
young people and 108 were Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander students. 

AIME 
stories



I am from Kampala, Uganda. I dream of getting as
many kids as possible believing in themselves.  

I became more of a kid myself, having kiddish
behaviour with my students. This eased the
interaction while at school but also in my
community, and helped me get all my messages
truly assimilated into their lives

One of the kids I teach showed up being bold; he
was previously shy and complexed. He is now
leading fellow students in many undertakings,
though this is not done at school. This is a true
indication of believing in self.

Shaaron du Bignon is
flipping the script to
bring First Nations
culture and history into
the classroom

Kwariza Vaallence
Kwariza is embracing
his kiddish side in the
classroom to connect
with students.

I am a teacher and visual artist. I currently live and
work in Walyalup on Whadjuk Noongar country. I
would like to help make a more aware and
compassionate society through art and culture.

In teaching students from diverse backgrounds and
personal contexts I have learnt to be flexible and
open to difference. I personally, as an artist who has
worked with different communities, know the value
of art to allow us to enter into unknown territory and
reinvent the world. At IMAGI-NATION we can write
the next chapter and as an educator I feel I can help
plant seeds and raise awareness in how we all have
the power to change our world. I try to do this in the
small ways I can, in the classroom and hope to
improve in how I can help further. It is an ongoing
learning experience I would like to continue to
explore and develop.

I have a student in year 12 who I have supported in
developing an Aboriginal artwork design for our
school uniform. I brought in an alumni student to
mentor her and other Aboriginal students to create a
meaningful and culturally appropriate design. This
student has flourished at our school, being in the
musical theatre program giving her confidence and
belief in herself. She would like to give back by
returning to our school in the future to mentor
younger students.

Australia

Uganda

AIME stories



Student {Entrepreneurs}

Kirolos Talat is
educating children,
parents and teachers
about keeping children
safe from violence

We were excited to kickstart this work and see school students take the platform
as entrepreneurs and use it as a stage to lead change for themselves or for others.

20 school students graduated as co-founders of IMAGI-NATION {University}—as
{Ambassadors} tackling a problem in their community, as CEO4GOOD mobilising
their networks for kids outside the margins, or as {Artists} {Writers} and
{Filmmakers} taking advantage of mentoring opportunities offered by AIME to
progress in these areas.

These stories and reflections give an idea of the range of issues school students
took action on, the pathways they chose, and the lessons they learned. 

One day, I was reading an article on the website
of UNICEF and I found that Egypt (my country) is
one of the countries in the world that has the
most widespread violence against children. So I
thought why don't I try to change this fact. At the
same time I was completing the modules in the
{University} and I learnt how to mix your passion
with the change you want to make.

And since I'm passionate about programming and
especially web development, I said to myself
"Let's make a website about violence against
children and try to stop it." I contacted many
specialists in the field of children communication
and health, and then the rest was the whole
project. 

Eygpt
The project is a website and its components are:
a page for parents on how to treat your children in
the right way; educational content for children
who can't go to school due to the violence that
happens to them; a page where you can book a
Psychologist; and of course a page for fundraising
for the victims of this act; and last, a page for
inquiries and complaints for anyone who sees an
act of violence - they can complain about it and it
will be sent to the police and the office of
combating child violence.

My unlikely connection was the Ministry of Youth
and Sports because they helped me in writing the
content and in programming the website.

AIME 
stories



My project contributes positively to social change through
raising general awareness on mythology and the ancient
stories and language of Ireland that has been all but lost to
colonisation. It also teaches individuals to think more
critically and be aware of how our stories have been
changed over time, by different bards, by different
translators and most evidently by the church.

I learned the importance of storytelling and the impact this
can have on every aspect of society and I learned that
individual action doesn't necessarily have to inspire entire
systemic upheaval, but that being aware of your culture,
the past of country (especially if it was colonised or
remains to be a colony) is just as important and a form of
action itself.

I’m a 16 year old student activist from Limerick City in
Ireland in my second last year of school at an all-Irish
college. I have a massive passion for fighting against the
climate crisis and am involved in Fridays for Future and
other youth climate groups. I am also involved as Equality
Officer of the Irish Second-Level Students' Union which has
taught me the importance of equity and climate justice as a
whole. I dream about being a designer of the future, bringing
us back from the edge of environmental and social collapse
with the help of colleagues and comrades from across the
world. It's time we unite to overtake any injustice that faces
us and I dream that that day will be soon.

In the start, I gave the leftover food to the slums
near my house then I asked my friends to give
the leftover food from their houses too. The
more I gave food, the more people increased, so
i wrote a letter to an NGO in my city. They didn't
respond. Again I wrote them a letter. The third
time, I went straight to their office and told them
about the struggle for food. They agreed to help
me with the distribution of groceries. Then I
started giving out food from a smaller area,
making a record of my village and gradually
adding more people to help and more NGOs to
encourage us to do the work.

I started from my village and in 8-9 months I and my
team (NGOs and heplers) successfully achieved
zero hunger in my village and proceeded to
neighbouring villages and towns.

My commitment to achieve zero hunger makes me
who I am. I'm from Gonda, Uttar Pradesh, India. I
dream of a wonderful world where no one goes to
bed hungry, no one dies hungry. The world has
inclusive food resources. And that world is our
mother earth.

AIME storiesIreland

India

Saoirse Exton is reclaiming Irish
mythology and culture as a form of
social activism

Shreya Pandey built bridges
to deliver food to 1800+
people in need



From my childhood, I have been seeing women being
crushed just because of their gender. I was always
passionate to do something for them. IMAGI-NATION
gave me the platform I was lacking. I started my
change project with the name WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT BY MENTORING ALL (WE-MA). It
was divided into four sub categories named and
defined as follows:

"Skill Factory" - Making women strong and
empowered by mutual sharing of skills.

"Future Fem Leaders" - Developing leadership skills
and entrepreneurial skills in young girls.

"He for WE" - Creating empathy and awareness in
male youth (He) to stand up for women
empowerment (WE).

"Mind strong" - Upholding wellbeing of everyone by
promoting creativity, disseminating knowledge and
motivating ALL through online posts"                       

I arranged a skill factory in my area where many
women from all around the village came and learnt
different skills. Moreover I organised sessions in high
school under the category Future Fem Leaders. I
made an instagram account for spreading positivity
under the category of Mind Strong. 

The area which I have not practised well is HE for
WE. I have talked to the males I am close to and
helped them improve their thoughts about women
and try to empower women.

WE-MA has directly impacted 100+ women through
the skills factory and sessions I arranged in my high
school, as well as 200-300 via social media.

The most unlikely connection I made was a
connection with myself. The outcome was that I felt
enough than I ever was, stronger than I ever thought,
and more confident. These feelings and emotions
helped me stay motivated and determined to do my
social change project.

I am a girl with a strong urge for a fair society with
equal rights for everyone. I am from Pakistan. I dream
about things like making this society a discrimination
free place and about a world of peace and love.

AIME stories
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Mehak Bashir is flipping the
script and mentoring to create
with women from her village 



I utilized my experience and established EduRiders
Foundation. It is a foundation of the children, by the
children, for the children. We are creating an
accessible, equitable and free educational
environment both for school going kids and non-
school going kids. We are gradually entering the era
of Robotics. If non-school going kids don't receive
education today then they will be the worst sufferer
of hunger and poverty in future. We call it 'Future
Poverty'. EduRiders foundation is working to tackle
'Future poverty'. My past experience of practicing
interdisciplinary field of knowledge helped me work
for kids with different passions and interests. 

EduRiders Foundation is now a family of 170. 

Now 100 school going kids are helping one another
and 50 other non-school going kids. They are sharing
their knowledge, skills and educational materials with
one another. Each student is a mentors and/or
observer for younger students while learning from
older students. We are not dependent on money. We
have our own system, "Experience Economics".

Along the way, we have inspired moms to join our
journey and share their expertise. 20 highly educated
housewives, who in spite of being highly educated,
couldn't contribute to their community, are now able
to use their expertise to tackle educational Inequity.

Together we are taking action to tackle 'Future
Poverty' and now we are creating an ecosystem
where we help one another to solve our personal
problems and the problems of the community and
the world at large. 

AIME stories
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Md Mahim Shahriar Shohan
created a peer learning program
to address education inequity



My film is basically a 4:40 seconds trailer for a film
that I would like to finish sometime in the future.
The best part about it, is that, some of it is live
action, and some of it is storyboard/animation

The film follows the story of Morbis, a man who
travels to a world of imagination to confront his
difficult past. 

My film speaks for all those people who deal
silently with mental health issues and go
misunderstood every single day. Nobody knows
about the demons they have to fight within, every
moment. And this film is meant to speak for them.
It also is a representation of the people in the
LGBTQ+ community. They are often mistreated,
and they face oppression, due to which, they often
get depressed and harm themselves in the
process. I made this film to speak for all those
people who are misjudged, misrepresented and
misunderstood.

"Imagination is the beginning of every great
creation." That's what I firmly believe in. And in that
context, it's important to acknowledge that all the
theory components in IMAGI-NATION {University}
have helped me create this project. Since the
beginning, one thing which stuck in my head was
that I have to "shoot for the moon, even if I fail." I
knew that I could not create a project, let alone a
project for driving social change, if I didn't move
out of my comfort zone. Therefore, I started
thinking far and wide. Thinking wild. Thinking about
all the unconventional ideas which people would
probably leave out to get their project to
perfection. However, I didn't want perfection. I
wanted it to make people feel something. I wanted
it to make a permanent mark on people's hearts.
And I also wanted it to be the bridge for people to
connect. 

And on that note, the other important thing which
really helped me, was the concept of "building
bridges". Through this project, I wanted to connect
people, I wanted to connect lives. And I did. The team
that worked on this project came from various
regions of the world, namely UAE, New Zealand,
India, Australia, Peru, and various parts of USA. We
all worked on this project, without any expectations
because we cared about the topic, the theme, and
we cared about creating a project. It's so true that
we don't need to go and run behind people to get
them on board. The ones who are actually
passionate, will find us out and match the same
passion and energy. The concept of building bridges,
and creating unlikely connections is something which
really took this project to the next level.

I am Sagnik Roy, a 17 year young changemaker, and
student entrepreneur hailing from a small town in
West Bengal, India. Every day, I dream of creating a
better life for the people around me and myself
through my work, passion, and ideas.

AIME stories
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Sagnik Roy’s set brave goals to
create representation for
LGBTQIA+ community and
mental health issues



The best lesson that I learnt is that my existence is
not to be a leader of a certain group, or a dictator of
official information but a pathway through which
greater combinations of strength, character and
personalities can unite as one. All stories are ladders
that keep us climbing and grabbing the stars so we
should just climb and grab them. This is a lesson I
learnt from the {Entrepreneurs} IMAGI-NATION
{Writers} trail. From this, I learnt to write not only for
the sake of telling a story but also for combining
views and producing an educative informative read. 

The second best lesson I learnt is that "We live in a
world where misinformation can be spread in an
instant, but we are able to organise mobility for
change in the world...with the same stars but with
different patterns". This is a lesson I learnt from
Professor Lionel Corn in the Organising Change trail.
This teaching enabled me to embark on a research
on peaceful conflict resolution. I learnt that the root
of our problems as well as conflicts at various levels
of society are caused by misinformation, which can
easily be avoided or solved through peaceful conflict
resolution. So from these lessons, I decided to fuse
these to lessons. I got views from others and merged
them to create and educative, informative read on
conflict resolution.

Hey, this is Irisel from Ecuador, a dreamer who
always looks for putting in practice new crazy ideas
that in the end, are to impact people's perspective
(especially on green initiatives)

I started to brainstorm some ideas and I noticed the
best method to make others feel interested in my
green initiative was getting involved in real actions.
That was the moment I realised I needed to improve
environmental education in my city through a
volunteer project working on cleaning up beaches
around my hometown. After that, I could catch
people's attention through my green writing on
Instagram. I did it because my community requires
engagement with our natural areas. The entire world
is burning, and we require doing something before it
gets worse.

AIME stories
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Tanatsiwa Christabel Dube
sought diverse perspective to
understand peaceful conflict
resolution 

Irisel Casadiego is harnessing
imagination and hope to mobilise
people to take climate action



My name is Lil’li Latisha and I’m from Indonesia. My
dream is to be an international performing artist and
for my program I EXIST! to be a successful social
enterprise so that I can keep providing art education
and a platform for free to the less privileged youth in
Indonesia. Another huge goal of mine is to be part of
making art education integrated with academics in all
schools in Indonesia.

My artwork was a campaign video to kickstart my
program called “I EXIST!”� where we provide free
art education to the less privileged youth (orphans
and children on the streets) in Indonesia for free and
give them a platform to stand out from the crowd
and be seen, heard and tell their story. How I did it
was by collaborating with as much people as
possible! I collaborated to get consumption, the
studio, the production house and the mentors. For
this project I involved 6 orphans who were
passionate in arts and trained them through a
workshop of 5 days. They were introduced to me by
a non profit organization who were specialized in
helping the less privileged children through story
telling. At the end, once the campaign video was
finished I upload it on YouTube and promoted it on
my social media and shared it with my community. I
made the campaign video because it was my way of
getting these youth heard by society in a way where
people can share easily and watch easily. I wrote the
lyrics with the perspective of a Gen Z seeing how
these underprivileged youth are being treated by
society and how they are much more than what
people see.

AIME stories
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Lil’Li Latisha is using the power
of story to shine a spotlight on
inequity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3v40cEN-B-U
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{Executives} and {Citizens}

Rebeca Lissa is
making access to
alternative forms of
education more equal
and inclusive

Besides mentoring through these direct
channels, IMAGI-NATION {University} is a
training ground for people to take the AIME
tools into their own world and networks to
create change.

Alongside {Presidents}, {Teachers} and
{Entrepreneurs}, we had {Citizens} leading
their own projects for change and
{Executives} working to level the playing field
in the workplace.

8 {Executives} participated, including from
Learning Planet, Future Directors, Salesforce
and Cool Australia. Working around some
challenging timelines, 1 {Executive} had begun
implementing their workplace change action in
2021, with others in the early stages of the
process with plans to implement in 2022. Going
forward, we will focus more on supporting
{Executives} to bring to life the Co-CEO model
in their organisations.

18 {Citizens} graduated, 4 of them stating they
would enrol again in 2022 to continue their work. 

My name is Rebeca Lissa, 18, from Brazil. I
believe in a future where society cares about
values such as: collaboration, connection, equity,
freedom, positive sum and love. I am working to
catalyse this through self-directed education that
empowers, and democratizes learning for young
people around the world.

I dream of creating self-designed universities
where youth can follow their own curiosity and
change the world.

I am doing this through Taurora, a project that
aims to empower young people to gain soft skills
via project based methodology. I started the
project in 2019 and it has already impacted more
than 570 youths around Brazil.

If you are interested in knowing more about the
work I am doing, check my personal portal.

In my Tutorial Group 78 I led the group meetings.
My relationship with Juanita and Laura Galvan,
from Colombia and Mexico, truly impacted my
perspective during the year. We had a deeply
cultural exchange, and even though we had our
differences, we shared a lot of similarities. I
loved to meet them and speak Spanish, talk
about education and our vision of the world.

AIME 
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Janine is addicted to creating a better world. She
believes passionately in healing and self-expression
and just wants people to be kind to one another and
our world. She deep dives into the field of education,
nerds out on all things hope-related and looks to
break glass ceilings wherever she goes.

“I made a fast friend and partner in crime from this
project. A man called Stephen took to the project
immediately. He was connected to me through a
network of healers. He ended up taking over
administration of the Facebook group whilst I went
on holiday and offered sound advice. He provided
healing to over four people through the project,
including my wife and her mother, who are both
healthcare workers. He has been an advisor,
cheerleader and friend, even helping me manage
some trolling incidents. He is someone I wouldn't
usually meet as I mostly connect with women in my
social circles and he is an older man, but what a
warm heart he has!” 

At the time of graduation Janine had reached XX
people through healing and XX via her podcast.

My project is rallying volunteers and training them to
use Humanitarian OpenStreetMaps to map for a
purpose. After about three weeks of training about
20 volunteers, they mapped the Kakuma refugee
camp in Northern Kenya in which every edit they
made was uploaded to the Humanitarian OSMs
database where it was used by humanitarian aid
workers to reach and offer help to the refugees in
Kakuma during the Covid-19 pandemic.

As an environmental scientist turned educator
currently working at an IB World School in Kenya, my
home country, I dream of a fairer world not just in
education but in all other spheres including the
calamitous climate change that its effects are
already being felt in my home country even though
Kenya’s contribution to the global greenhouse gas
emissions is significantly low compared to the
developed world. I mean, where is the justice in that
if the first world is not willing to act? How unfair is
that?

AIME stories
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KenyaJanine Meadly is supporting
healthcare workers with energy
healing during the pandemic. Jackson Ltorisha is mobilising

others to make conflict areas
more accessible to
humanitarian aid



I am Nthabiseng Mohanela, otherwise known by my
stage name as ‘TeReo SapphireSoul’, and I’m a 29-
year-old multi-skilled artist, musician, activist and
researcher from The Mountain Kingdom of Lesotho. I
pride myself in the ability to use creativity, music and
art as a healing and educating medium in my
community, country and globally. I am also an
entrepreneur whose company is passionate about
sustainability and helping vulnerable girls around
Lesotho by means of making reusable sanitary pads
and providing menstrual education through creating
of podcasts and curating campaigns.

My project was/ is on providing menstrual
assistance to vulnerable groups in my country. This
project consists of manufacturing reusable sanitary
pads, creating and broadcasting menstrual education
content to local radios and online as well as
partnering with other organizations who are
implementing menstrual hygiene facilities in public
toilets and girl’s school toilets. In this period, we have
managed to attain a manufacturing licence as well as
getting the pads lab tested. The pad product was
launched and is now currently being ordered by other
organizations for provision of menstrual supplies in
their field of charity initiatives. We also applied for a
support grant from OSISA (Open Society Initiative for
Southern Africa) to carry our menstrual education
during covid-19 period. This grant has assisted in
social media marketing, transportation, production
costs and materials. Through this grant we were able
to collaborate with a local online radio station for
broadcasting our content, a local women sex clinic
and a local influencer who is also in pursuit of
assisting in period poverty matters. These
partnerships have created a strong and powerful
impact in society as we have distributed over 250
pads to 5 high school girls in less privileged
communities.

I truly loved the concept of making caring cool in
Organizing change. My project focuses on
menstrual education and sanitation and alot of my
peers are not keen on learning and helping in this
field. This has pushed me to think of ways to make
this project cool enough to get the assistance and
attention it deserves. I also appreciated one of the
ingredients of Rebellion and chaos by Professor
Hope. This made it easier for me to create from a
place of nothing and one that already lacks support.
This helped shape my approach towards the
project. 

I dream about a fairer world where every girl and
woman feels safe and equally catered for. I dream
to completely eradicate period poverty in my
country and beyond through partnerships and
collaborations. I believe team work makes the
dream work and this project has fuelled me to
strive for more solutions in this regard. I also dream
to see menstrual hygiene facilities implemented all
over Lesotho and government providing menstrual
supplies and assistance to every girl and women
menstruator. My last wish is to see more jobs
created for women and young girls and I believe
that, through team work, we can reach our dreams.

AIME stories
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Nthabiseng Mohanela is solving
period poverty in less privileged
communities 



I’m a kid who grew up in the country who now lives
in the city with my own family and career. I’ve been
very fortunate with my life experience and I’m still
learning but hoping to share what I’ve learned so far
and help make the world a little bit better.

My change project was to create organisational
change where I worked. My workplace did not have
a Reconciliation action plan or any visible recognition
of Indigenous people. I wanted to change this and
start the journey for my workplace. It is important to
me as Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islander people
have a long and rich history in this country and if
we’re not embracing this and celebrating it, we are
going into the future with our eyes closed.

My role was to establish and gain funding for the
RAP and provide guidance on how to make my
organisation more aware and inclusive. We did this
through events and educational programs.

Flipping the script and hoodie economics had the
biggest impact on my learning and inspiration to go
forward with my project. Understanding that anything
is possible and to not be tied to any ideas I may have
already was really important. Dr Yunkaporta’s lesson
blew my mind and made me reflect on a lot of the
things I’d been taught in the past. It was a powerful
moment for me personally.

AIME stories
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Stuart Dale is drawing upon
unlikely connections to
knowledge and people to kick
start reconciliation at his
workplace





MENTORING
Digital mentoring is our bridge across borders,
distances, spaces, our means of connecting mentors
everywhere to young people anywhere, of making
space for unlikely connections, and of building a
highway of exchange of time, knowledge and human
kindness. And the two major pillars of our digital
solution: IMAGI-NATION {TV} and the Making of a
Hoodie podcast.

digital



IMAGI-NATION {TV} 

Australia

Setting the stage 

for students to lead.

After 8 months off to focus on building and running a
university, we returned to IMAGI-NATION {TV} in July,
with a new weekly format and the chance for
students from partner schools and from IMAGI-
NATION {University} to host the show.

Students from 16 schools across Australia featured
on IMAGI-NATION {TV}, with 8 of the schools new to
IMAGI-NATION {TV} in 2021.

Cooper Barnes
Angel Rose Carne
Ane Faaui
Maddie Williams
Paris-Lee Reckerman
Degenhard Beschel



Could hosting IMAGI-
NATION {TV} be a step on
Andrew’s pathway to a
career in media?

Year 12 student, Andrew Dempsy, from Calamvale
Community College surprised the whole IMAGI-
NATION {TV} crew when he went off script and took
over the show about young people making decisions
on their path after school and unpacking some of the
blockers that get in their way. Andrew confidently
took the reins of the episode, bouncing questions
back and forth to the panellists and thoughtfully
pushing deeper into their responses. He later shared
with the AIME team that he hopes to pursue a career
in production and broadcasting. 

Building Bridges (S2:E9)

"It was amazing doing the show and I’m so glad to
have the opportunity. Mum and the family are
watching it all together now. I’m kinda embarrassed
and proud of myself. Again thank you all for the
opportunity and dealing with myself being so
unexperienced. I really loved being with everyone
today and having such an inclusive environment. This
has definitely helped build on who I am. I feel that
from now on I won’t be the same person, for the best
I believe I have changed. I view life so differently.
Genuinely this has not only been a moment for you
and the audience but a huge moment for myself."

AIME stories
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No global schools were engaged in digital mentoring in 2021 due to
challenges around timing and connectivity. Despite this, there’s no
doubt the platform was a site of unlikely connections such as in the
example below. 

Two school students from the IMAGI-NATION {University}
{Entrepreneurs} stream, Sagnik Roy {Filmmaker} & Shreya Pandey
(CEO4GOOD), both from India, also featured on the show to discuss
their {University} projects. 

Global

How IMAGI-NATION {TV} built a bridge
from school in São Paolo to uni in Texas

IMAGI-NATION {TV} - (S02 :E15)

Unlikely connection between Mateus Silva, a high school student from São Paolo, Brazil enrolled in
the {Entrepreneurs} stream as an IMAGI-NATION {Filmmaker} and James O'Meara, Dean of
Education at Texas A&M International University (TAMIU), one of AIME’s alliance partners.
 
Mateus and James came together as panellists on an IMAGI-NATION {TV} episode on the theme
of mentoring and teachers as mentors, making education more inclusive and engaging. Mateus
spoke about the language issues he faces and James highlighted that TAMIU in Texas has a 98%
Hispanic population. Sparks lit up and Mateus has now enrolled as a uni student at TAMIU. Heck
yeah!
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Cooreen High School, NSW

Calamvale Community
College, QLD

Students in design workshop: 26

Students interviewed: in progress

Hoodies to students: 40-50

Students in design workshop: 8

Students interviewed: 3

Hoodies to students: 78

Making of a Hoodie Podcast

Dapto High School, NSW

We started work with three schools on new
episodes of the Making of a Hoodie podcast
where school students take on a fundraising
challenge, co-design a hoodie that represents
their school and participate in a podcast about
their experience. The episode with Dapto High
School went live in July, and episodes featuring
the other two schools are in progress.

Students in design workshop: 28

Students interviewed: 6

Hoodies to students: 98

https://podlink.to/makingsomethingouttanothing


For this episode of the Making of a Hoodie Podcast, 
we're travelling to a small town an hour and half south of 
Sydney Australia, to celebrate a school, and the staff and 
students who make it such a special place. Dapto High 
School is a beacon of forward thinking, positive education 
and collaboration which believes in an ethos of "convince 
not command."

Join the staff and students as they talk about their 
school, embracing our shared history and their hopes for 
the future and head to aimementoring.com to purchase 
the second ever Hero Hoodie designed by the students at 
Dapto High School. If you want to purchase the Hero 
Hoodie designed by Dapto High School and support the 
work AIME does, visit: AIME's online shop

Dapto High School were very happy with the result of 
MOAH and shared the podcast through Facebook, their 
newsletter and other avenues. They even made their own 
promo video for it using soundbites from the podcast and 
photos of the students and staff wearing their hoodies.

The episode has been listened to 111 times. 

It was a novel and intriguing approach. Would love other 
schools to engage. The positive, confident voices (of the 
students) so clearly expressing their engagement with 
our school is inspiring. As is the inclusive, communal 
sentiments expressed. This ‘cultural artefact’ can have 
an impact for the years ahead.” - Andrew FitzSimons, 
Principal of Dapto High School

Listen to the full episode here

Dapto High Schoolcase study

https://podlink.to/makingsomethingouttanothing
https://shop.aimementoring.com/products/moah-hero-hoodie
https://vimeo.com/647073403/754380ac5c
https://vimeo.com/647073403/754380ac5c
https://podlink.to/makingsomethingouttanothing


IMAGI-NATION {TV} and Making of a Hoodie emerged through 2021
as two playgrounds where we can map relational networks and
impact by tracking the spark from the initial connection and the
potential ripple effect in the community. We began sketching what
this kind of relational and impact tracking could look like for these two
channels.

For {TV}, we’ll track the direct participants in the show and over a 12-
24 month period, we’ll look to measure the impact of the show on the
whole school population and the region at large.

Adelaide Botanic High School 

Students from Adelaide Botanic High School made up the live
audience for the Geoscience episode on IMAGI-NATION {TV}. 

We would look at tracking the spark from the initial connection
and the potential ripple effect in the community, as follows.

“I think the students gained confidence, a sense of community
and also knowledge of the topics from the experts. It allows the
students to see that scientists and other ‘successful’ people
are very nice and normal and it is well within the realms of
reality that they could aspire to be such a professional.” -
Georgina Hannahford, Aboriginal Education Teacher at Adelaide
Botanic High School. 

*ERP: Estimate Resident Population as taken from the ABS. 

The spark

S02:E10 - Geoscience with Auscope | IMAGI-NATION {TV}

Digital Mentoring 
impact tracking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4HYxpaotO8&t=8s&ab_channel=AIMEMentoring
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4HYxpaotO8&t=8s&ab_channel=AIMEMentoring
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4HYxpaotO8&t=8s&ab_channel=AIMEMentoring
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4HYxpaotO8&t=8s&ab_channel=AIMEMentoring


For MOAH, we’ll track the original participants, the number of hoodies
into the school, qualitative feedback from teachers, students and
parents. And then we look over a 12-24 month period to see the
impact of the hoodie on the school and the town at large.

“Everyone is super happy and very proud to be a part of the project. I was talking to Kyan and Mailk
about it, they were telling me that their families were crying after listening to the podcast and seeing
their child's design on the hoodie. Their families were very very proud of them! Other parents went
straight online and bought a hoodie.” - Krisharna Leighton, TAS Teacher and Aboriginal Liaison Officer
at Dapto High School

Example - Dapto High School, Australia 

The spark





Network
We are a network that connects marginalised youth with the rest of
the world to make space for exchanges of time, knowledge, and
opportunities, to create more bridges between those inside the
margins and those outside so we can realise a fairer world. 

We connect people with stories and knowledge and different ways of
thinking, and with each other, across races, ages, wealth, nations.



“Meeting Muhammad Erlangga and Sagnik Roy through tutorial group
sessions has been an amazing journey. I found myself mentoring Muhammad
Erlangga on how to run an IMAGI-NATION {President} chapter in Indonesia. I
had the opportunity to meet his team of five on an arranged Zoom call to
discuss about what it takes to be an IMAGI-NATION {President}. It was a
great opportunity - sharing my experience and also responding to their
questions. Today I am proud of Muhammad Erlangga for making things
happen in Indonesia. His commitment paid off. I also learnt from him and I
remember his words every day from O-week reflection, “We cannot control
the outcome (success) but we can control how we put up the plan and how
we respond to future events.”    

One thing I learnt from Sagnik Roy is that dreaming never stops. Sagnik Roy
(Founder of Fire Within Films) is a dreamer and an aspiring entrepreneur who
is passionate about changing the world. Learning from him as someone
younger than me brought some positive energy in me. We grew to connect
throughout the year and exchange stories and sometimes he would consult
with me about his business ventures. I am proud of him for winning the
Global Teens Festival 2021 Award.” 

- Simbarashe Karambwe, IMAGI-NATION {President}, University of Venda,
South Africa

IMAGI-NATION {University}
IMAGI-NATION {University} is a concentrated network of unlikely connections. It’s the
network where a teacher in Uganda can exchange with a university student in Indonesia,
a citizen in New Zealand with a school student in Egypt, an executive in Australia with a
teacher in Uganda. Within their own groups and across tutorial groups.

Across 84 tutorial groups, we saw hundreds of people of different backgrounds, ages,
races, cultures, status learn from each other, connect with people and ideas and ways
of doing things that were different to who and what they knew.

Unlikely connection 
South Africa x Indonesia x India

AIME stories



“I met a lot of brilliant people at IMAGI-NATION {University} but of all these people,
I am very grateful to have met Mateus Fernandez Silva*. Mateus is a person who
constantly encourages me to keep pushing forward, even when I have lost all hope
of achieving a certain goal. He shared with me his views of my project and I
shared with him my thoughts on his project. Mateus' first language, like me, is not
English. However, he enjoys speaking in English, even when he sometimes finds it
difficult. He still expresses his honest views and thoughts. This has boosted my
confidence, as well as encouraged me to be who I want to be, not what others
want to see. 

I also met Jade Symons, Angus Gallagher and Madison Lenord who have played a
very important role in my writing journey. I have learnt that the whole world runs
on stories and so the world writes for us. Writers only express and enhance what
the world would have written. Angus has helped me enhance my writing as well as
scrutinise situations from various perspectives. Jade has taught me to put myself
in another person's shoes as well as learn to be proud of who I am. Madison has
taught me to express myself in various situations and ways. I am very happy to
have met these four people and I hope to keep interacting with them.”

Tanatsiwa Christabel Dube, IMAGI-NATION {Writer}, 
Zimbabwe

*Yes, the same Mateus from Brazil who made an unlikely connection with James
from Texas on IMAGI-NATION {TV}!

Unlikely connection 
Zimbabwe x Brazil x Australia

AIME stories



MAKING SPACE

For Hoodie Day 2021, the Making Space hoodie activated
the global art campaign of the same name. Making Space
is a global art initiative that sees the work of youth from
marginalised backgrounds exhibited on custom AIME
hoodies and as the campaign builds, in the IMAGI-NATION
{Gallery}, alongside profile artists and through their
networks, and in galleries around the world.

The 2021 featured artist was Maddie Williams, a 16 year
old Wiradjuri and Torres Strait Islander student. 1,131
people bought the hoodie featuring Maddie’s design,
carrying the story of this young Indigenous artist into
thousands of homes, workplaces, schools. Having her art
featured on the hoodie allowed opportunities for
connections with 6 galleries. Maddie has also been linked
with the National Museum in Canberra to do some one-
on-one mentoring.

“Making Space is about bringing new opportunities to
younger kids. It’s about opening a door to community,
because we can do so much more together than apart.” 
- Maddie Williams, Making Space artist

“Thank you so much for making this happen. Maddie has
been in tears of joy this afternoon seeing herself and her
artwork being part of your amazing magazine. And yes I’m
very proud too. Once again, thank you so much. You have
made the last two years of awfulness just fade away
because of this. It will never be forgotten.” - Maddie’s
Dad, Jamiee

THE HOODIE



Olivia Anderson is an 18yr old self-taught Aboriginal artist, based in Sydney, and one
of our young artists previously featured on our apparel line and on IMAGI-NATION
{TV}. 

Olivia was selected as part of a small crew of Australian artists to be awarded the
Mark Carnegie Fine Art NFT Fellowship Award (a pioneering philanthropic project
that explores the possibilities, limitations, requirements and processes involved in
creating fine art NFTs).

Her first NFT collection digitally illustrates five generations of her family and their
respective stories, through the use of totems and traditional Aboriginal symbols.

Inspired by her mother’s research into their Indigenous heritage, Olivia Anderson’s
The Unspoken explores five generations of her own family history and a stolen
generation; a tale so often left untold. Each totem acts as a visual representation of
a generation, exploring the artist’s personal story and her Indigenous bloodline.
Olivia Anderson The Unspoken, 2021.

Each art NFT includes an unlockable animation, unique to each generation.
Read the full description of the artwork here.

Artists
The Unspoken - one of Australia’s
first ever Indigenous NFT artworks

https://mailchi.mp/aimementoring.com/sunday-kindness-fkkpe1r5cr-1376837


Our outreach program brings AIME’s mentoring to schools in areas
where we don’t have partner universities hosting student chapters. 

The AIME team travelled to the Queensland Central Highlands
region to the rural town of Emerald. Over 3 days, 22 students
Indigenous students out of the 813 students at Emerald State High
School participated in a series of IMAGI-NATION {Factory}
activities, with a focus on growing their leadership skills, resilience,
strength and sense of identity, both individual and collective.

Get a sense of the experience here.

Outreach

My favourite thing was working as a team with
the other Indigenous kids in the school because
it really got most of us to come out of our shell
and to be who we really are. AIME helped to
build upon our confidence and leadership which
directly impacts our community. - Evie 

Learning about Indigenous culture, getting to do
leadership and teamwork. - Jamie 

To be surrounded by people you don’t know and
get to know them a lot more. - Lily 

Getting to know people that have the same
culture as you. - Jontee

Getting to know different Indigenous students,
their name and grade and what they like so I
know what type of person they are. - Cody 

We focused on the topic of Identity which I find
is really important to us to find out who we are
as a person, which can help us fit in and
strengthen our community a lot more. - Leonard 

Emerald State High School

Their favourite things
about the IMAGI-NATION
{Factory} experience:

https://vimeo.com/645060850/696d4b6f3f


Kindness
In November, we kicked off the global Kindness Hoodie campaign, a 365-day round-the-
world kindness journey. The goal: 20 Hoodies x 52 weeks = 1,040 people wearing the
kindness hoodie and 1,040 weeks of kindness.

AIME designed the Kindness Hoodie to inspire as much kindness as possible around the
world and build a global kindness network. Starting with 20 people in 8 countries, the
hoodie set off on a global tour where each week, 20 hoodies are worn by a group of
people who demonstrate how one week of kindness is possible, is worth it, and is what
the world needs right now. They document their week of kindness in a diary and then pass
on the hoodie and diary to the next person. AIME publishes the stories and is exploring
how this campaign and a dedicated kindness app can be built out into longitudinal research
on a kindness currency and Hoodie Economics. 



For me, it's the chance to show the young
Australian mob that hurdles are made to be
jumped, that Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander leadership doesn't exist only on the
sporting fields but in board rooms, global
platforms and in your very own community.

One of the joys of the Co-CEO role has
been my time working with unlikely alliances.
People and organisations that traditionally
would never speak, but now come together
through a shared vision of better outcomes
for our young mob and kids around the
world.

From AIME sitting with #LearningPlanet
earlier this year led to our connection with
Masterpeace, which then led to all of us
sitting on a panel discussion on how to
action for the International Day of Peace in
September. On the panel we had people
calling in from 6-7 countries, from Europe to
Australia and back to the continent of
Africa. It was magical!

When young people take the stage at AIME,
we see leadership, solutions, inspiration and
positivity. Particularly in hard times like
today, this is incredibly important and brings
everyone along for the journey!”

- Drew Paten, AIME Co-CEO, 2021

Drew Paten is a Krauatungalung man of the
Gunai/Kurnai Nation. He began his AIME
journey as a mentee ten years ago.
Following his high school completion Drew
was offered a role at AIME and over the
last five years has played a role in
facilitation & mentoring, HR & recruitment
and global operations. In 2021 he took on the
Co-CEO role at AIME. The Co-CEO model
accelerates leadership among young people
and ensures the next generation are in the
room to co-design the solutions for real
change. 

During his tenure Drew led several projects
across the organisation in Partnering,
Impact, Program Delivery and the Design
Studio. He represented AIME at top tier
global events and networks such as
#LearningPlanet, Masterpeace, various
speaking events and he stepped into the
host spot for an IMAGI-NATION {TV}
episode to facilitate the conversation on
what happens when CEOs work towards a
common good. Drew’s journey also caught
the attention of The Australian newspaper
and his story was shared with millions as a
feature article.  

“As a Co-CEO I am presented with the
opportunity to fast track my executive-level
leadership skills. It is AIME's play at making
boardrooms more diverse, fair and provide
young people with the ability to take the
stage - to shake up the stiff environment
that can negatively affect those spaces.

Co-CEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCE34PWhS-4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1UOpvzg6T_A


We were honoured to have 20+ knowledge-holders from different
walks of life came on board as MIRs to our staff, giving leaders
across the team the chance to tap into the collective wisdom of as
many minds as possible and creating connections to a wider
network.

Mentors in Residence

Ilana Atlas AO
Anz Bank Plc

Malcolm Turnbull
Former Prime Minister

of Australia

John Davis
Stronger Smarter

Institute

Emma McJury
M&C Saatchi

Chris Wirasinha
AIME Board Director

Aart Bos
MasterPeace

Kristine Dery
Macquarie Business School

 
Roseanna Leddy

Champions of Change
 

Adam Davids
Career Trackers

 
Sam Refshuage

batyr & Young Change Agents
 

Martin Lotti
NIKE

 
Tom Dery

AIME Board Chairperson
 

Adam Spencer
Author, comedian & maths geek

 
Rhonda Coopes

Stronger Smarter Institute
 
 

Greg Hutchinson
Bain & Company

 
Daniel Iverson

Asana
 

David Williams
Social Ventures Australia

 
Thomas C Knox

Date While You Wait
 

Sasha Firth
DDB

 
Mandie Van de Were

M&C Saatchi
 

Olivier Brechard
Learning Planet

 
 
 



I realised that I don't have a current dream goal for
myself, more functional goals. I also realised that a lot
of my personal life is filled with children's books and
movies rather than adult development. 
- Kristy Greaves, Head of RISE & HR

We both played sports in school and have
a strong sense of social justice. He keeps
things simple and relatable which I liked. I
look forward to the journey. 
- Bem Ikanyon, Global Mentor, Nigeria

Negotiation is a skill that needs to
be learned and it's quite exciting
to do once you master it. 
- Sarue Kamudyariwa, Global
Mentor, Zimbabwe

Because the Making of a Hoodie Podcast is one of my main
projects, we mainly discussed podcasts and podcasting and
what makes a good podcast and why (for us).

Adam gave some really great insights both on a personal level
and on a professional level around the importance of consistency
in particular around schedule.

We reflected a lot on the fact that podcasting is such an
extremely oversaturated market, if you don't bring a level of
consistency in releases your audience will never build, as they're
just on to the next podcast.

Adam had some great insights into his times hosting radio and
how his team would manage his time, what they would keep him
in the loop about and what they wouldn't. He said once we
trusted each member of the team to do their part and do it well,
he didn't need to be part of every minute detail and that that
worked the best.

One of my main goals with MOAH and any podcast we do at
AIME is to try and build a consistent production plan and
schedule so we can start to build an audience and get our
messages out there. - Bevis Masson-Leach, Senior Producer

The mentors in
residence experience



Tom talked about his life for around 30 mins. He has lived quite
the existence and it blew me away how brilliantly he visualised a
life less ordinary. 

The types of roles he has had and the experience he gathered
has given him a unique storytelling ability and a grounding in this
idea that he was a migrant and an outsider for his early years.

I know that his life has taught him many lessons but it seems to
have been the transitions that have stood out the most and he
has a thirst for knowledge and wants to continue to learn his
whole life.

I know that Tom is going to provide some high quality discussion
and questions that will stir up some learning on my part.

Being the Chairperson at AIME and also my mentor I believe this
puts me in a very privileged position to get advice on things that
he can give a special insight on. - Ben Knight, Design Studio Lead

I think I gave her a really good overview of what I am
doing here at AIME and how versatile my role is.It was
really good opening up to her about my insecurities in
a few areas and am confident that she is the right
person with the right knowledge to help me develop.

I realised that it is ok to be happy where you are at
the moment. I always struggled with thinking i'm not
ambitious enough because I don't have a future career
goal. I mean I know I'm happy with where I am at, it's
more what other people think of me. My role at AIME
has ever been changing, so I do not feel stuck and I
can wholeheartedly say that I am happy where I am,
as long as I keep checking in with myself. My top
priority is a good work-life balance and working for a
company whose vision I support. Todays chat has
really left me super grateful to be where I am. 
- Cat Perali

Great! Mutual learning and sharing, great
connection, easy-flowing conversation,
definitely want to stay in touch in the
future. Interesting that coming from two
very different worlds we have so much in
common.

Our conversations have helped me see
myself, my work and AIME in different
ways. Has also helped me verbalise
things that I don't easily say out loud (e.g.,
dreams for the future), frame things, feel
more confident in myself, be more
focused and clear in my conversations. 
- Irmin Durand, Head of Impact



Alliance partners such as LALA, TAMIU, Jane Goodall Institute, Stronger Smarter Institute, Hello
World, #LearningPlanet were key allies in recruitment, in helping us extend our reach into countries,
communities and global education circles, and in creating opportunities for our staff and mentees. 

In particular, #LearningPlanet opened up opportunities to engage in major global events such as for
mentees from Zimbabwe to join their Youth Empowerment Circle Youth Council and for staff to join
the MasterPeace event on World Peace Day. AIME x MasterPeace x #LearningPlanet ran a special
session for World Peace Day with a panel spanning Australia, South Africa, Kenya, France,
Netherlands, Czech Republic, Denmark. 

We were also invited to host a Failure Time activity at their learning circle on co-creating a summer
school on higher education disruptors and to be part the annual global #LearningPlanet festival in
January 2022.

Alliance Partners

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCE34PWhS-4&t=10s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCE34PWhS-4&t=10s




In 2022, we’ll be investing our energy and imagination
in these key areas of knowledge, relations and
exchange across our world of IMAGI-NATION.

LOOKING AHEAD    



Connecting kids outside the
margins with mentors via
1000+ Tutor Squads

Creating mentoring connections and building bridges
within and around schools.

PHYSICAL MENTORING

AMBASSADORSTUTOR SQUADS

Training via IMAGI-NATION
{UNIVERSITY} to create
change and reach 100K kids.

University students
in groups of 5 running an
AIME chapter of 100 mentors
and 100 mentees per
location.

Teachers 
taking on the AIME tools in
imagination and mentoring to
their school community.

School students
implementing their own
{Entrepreneur} project for
change.

Executives 
implementing the Co-CEO
model in their organisation
and fast tracking talent from
outside the margins. 

Citizens
including AIME staff,
implementing their own
change project or running an
AIME Tutor Squad.



Dreamspace  
Schools creating unlikely
connections via IMAGI-NATION
{Labs} and bringing their dreams
for their school to life.

Building Bridges 
Podcast connecting private and
non-private schools, including
through a fundraising challenge,
and hoodie co-design.

MentorClass 
Creating 222 mentor lessons for
humankind over 10 years to
activate human intelligence from
the outside in and make learning
relevant for everyone.

Tools and platforms to connect young people to
mentors and knowledge. 

DIGITAL  MENTORING



A space of unlikely connections and exchange of
knowledge and opportunity.

NETWORK 

NATION

The home of IMAGI-NATION,
where we model how society
can work differently.

IMAGI-NATION {Embassies}
acting on behalf of all people to
create a fairer world through
unlikely connections.

IMAGI-NATION {Gallery}
A virtual space and physical
spaces (including the Hoodie)
where kids can display and sell
their artwork and connect with
established artists, galleries and
opportunities.

IMAGI-NATION {Minutes} 
Valuing time spent imagining,
failing, being kind, connecting,
sharing knowledge, elevating
intelligence, making space.

Jobs/Mentor Board
Bringing job, scholarship,
internship and other opportunities
to youngsters outside the
margins.

Club of UNCX5 
Engaging people from the for-
profit and not-for-profit worlds in
conversations that let their
experiences, knowledge and
connections emerge.

Website
The doorway into our digital
NATION.

Telling stories that centre
Indigenous systems thinking,
emergence, relations,
imagination and values.

IMAGINE
The first crowd-written,
crowd-produced feature-
length film.

Dreams
Where do dreams come
from? A research
documentary.

CINEMA

Accelerating exchange between
those inside and outside the
margins.

Film
GAIME of Life campaign where
kids can take up self authorship
and access opportunities for film
careers.

Writers
Campaign to co-create a school
magazine alongside students and
teachers, with mentoring content
and knowledge exchange.

Kindness
Amplify a kindness economy at
music festivals where people can
exchange festival tickets for acts
of kindness.

FESTIVALS



APPAREL

Making space for exchanges of
knowledge and opportunity with
young people from outside the
margins.

Fashion for Good weeks
 
Hoodie Day 
Mobilising people to run Tutor
Squads in schools, thread
communities together in action
and create an interconnected
relational web.

Kindness Hoodie 
Inspiring kindness around the
world throughout the year.

Seaweed Hoodie
That raises funds for a seaweed
farm and fights climate change.

ReclAIMEd 
where we give deadstock
clothing a new lease of life and
raise funds to mentor kids.

This Hoodie Pays Rent
where the hoodie becomes a
social enterprise that supports
people struggling to pay their rent.

More hoodies
Amplifying campaigns, ideas and
story.

Mapping and sharing the relations,
knowledge and exchange that
take place within the IMAGI-
NATION network.

IMAGI-NATION {Library}
Our knowledge project for
humanity, featuring a mentor app,
How to run an IMAGI-NATION
{Factory} resource base, IMAGI-
NATION {Labs}, books…

Zine
Decentralised mentoring
magazine co-designed with
schools.

IMAGI-NATION {Labs} 
TV show creating unlikely
connections with knowledge and
story, a lab for humanity on
designing a fairer world.

IMPACT OPHSOP

An online marketplace of
curated creativity, art,
music, fashion, music,
experiences and items
donated and sold in our
online shop.



KNOWLEDGE PROJECTS

Where we partner on longitudinal
research projects that answer our
key impact questions.

Imagination
with #LearningPlanet - Building
knowledge for the world around
imagination

Imagination Education
Pedagogical Framework 
with ARC, USYD, SVA - Developing an
Imagination Education Pedagogical
Framework to address educational
inequality that can be used by
schools and educators.

Relational Value 
with Indigenous Knowledge Systems
Lab - Developing a relational tool that
people and institutions can use to
measure the value and strength of
their relations.

Mentoring 
How to be a mentor’ resource base,
curating meaningful knowledge, 18
values, ultimate citizens.

Ambassadors Impact 
with Bain & Co - Analysing systems
thinking, Indigenous systems thinking,
relations, kinship mapping within a
group of 1000 ambassadors.

Kindness Currency 
with Macquarie Uni / IKSL - Hoodie
Economics / kindness currency and
the future of banking.

Showcasing the power of Hoodie
Economics via case studies to
shape the way governments and
businesses think about success
and economic wealth.

HOODIE ECONOMICSCHILD RELATIONS

Getting as close to best
practice / leader in this
space as possible and joining
national / global coalitions of
child safety.








